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Research Items. 
CHINESE Gv,1,,,..~.--.Major E. C. Kenny, in Man for 

Scpternbe es the two types of rare 'Chine,ie 
gongst£f' · aro found in Burma, and usually 
cal).ijd th A English residents thArn ' Karnn War 
DrtuJ! ·. They are now only found in the little 
frontier State of Karenni. The gongs are of two 
type8, and of these the taller and more modern were 
maclc up to a t,ime so recent a,i 1894 by tho Shan for 
thPir overlordR tho Karen. The flattAr anoient type 
is beyond doubt of Chinese origin, and is very rare. 
The Karen assert that these latter were not made by 
human agency at all, but by spirits, who are sairl to 
assume the forms of beautiful maidens and to sing 
sweetly in tho jungle on the outAkirts of villages, 
attracting youths whom they destroy. One gong 
of this type in the British Museum is dated "Made 
by Chang Fu in the 7 month of the 4 year of the 
reign of Chien Hsing," i.e. A.D. 226. Tho gongs are 
dmiignated ' male ' and ' female ' according to whether 
they are decorated or not, the latter· being the male, 
and are frequently found in pairs. The drums are 
u:::ed for crop and other feRtivals, and poriodically 
for summoning tho outlying villages ; but apparently 
never for war. 

THE STONE BATTLE-AXE.-The spread of the stone 
or copper battle - axe is discussed by Prof. H. J. 
Flenre~. cl Mr. Harold Peake in a oommunication 
in M · r Soptomber. They take the view that 
the ax - iammer with a shaft-hole was probably first 
made in metal and that the oldest example publfahed 
is that from Cemetery A at Kish, dated at 3100-
3000 B.C., although older examples have recently 
come from Ur. Although it may seem a far cry from 
Mesopotamia to a European centre, the connexion 
between early Kuban and the Cyclades has been 
demonstrated, while the former has too many 
elAmAnts of kinship with Mesopotamia to leave any 
doubt of thAir common origin. It is suggested that 
it was through the Cycladic contact with Kuban 
that the battle-axe entered Cycladic Minoan culture 
in Early Minoan II. Tho carly metal axe of copper 
harl the buU end bont round to form the shaft-hole, 
and the earliest cast spocirnons had the hole nearer 
one end. When copied in stone the axe would have 
one cutting-edge with the shaft toward the butt encl, 
though not BO near as in thr: metat t,ypo, to avoid 
splitting. It, has been argued that of thA British 
perforated axAR, thm,e with tho hole nearer one end 
are earlier than those in which it is situated centrally. 
lt is agreed that in the Baltfo area the stone battle
axe underwent great dcvr:lopment, but, even here a 
copper axe from Norway would serve as a 1netal 
prototype. The authors' view is that in the Baltic 
area the only culture was that of the shell mounds 
unt,il the Megalithic culture impinged on it, from tho 
::ion th-west and t,hc culture of tho hatthi - axA and 
fine flint work oamA from tho ,muth-tast. 

lNTERNA'.rIONAL HERRINIJ lNVESTICATIONS.-.Hap

JJOrt~~ Ill Pr <;01i-ver/Jwux des Reunions, vol. 41, of the Con-
seil P r Internat. pour l'Expl. de la Mer, cont,ains 
a g eal of information concerning the pmsent 
8$,c o our knowledge of the herrings in tho North 
S .,and sots out the programmes of inVfiAtigations 
w ch are being undertaken by the countries inter
ested. The immense value of·continuous observation 
over an extended period is admirably demonBtrat,cd 
by t,he Rtriking results achieved by the Norwegian 
invost,iga,tors through an unbroken seriAR of yAars from 
1907 to thA present time. Mr. Einer Lea's preliminary 
report on these results, and his discussion on the most 
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satisfactory method of summarising the observations 
for one season so as to give the best possible repre
;ientation of tho age-composition of thA stock, will 
be read with interest,. The report on Scottish investi
gations regarding the larval and post-larval stages of 
herring in the northern North Sea not only indicate::: 
the immediate difficulties experienced, but also demon
stratefl tho general fact that gmat caution must he 
exercised when estimating age from scales of adult 
fishes. Evidenee is advanced that some of the 
Scottish post-larvre acquire scales during the calen
dar year in which they arc born, so that their first 
winter of lifo is recorded on the Acale as a winter-ring. 
Others, however, remain in the unsealed condition 
until the year following birth, the first winter-ring 
not beirig formed on tho scale unt,il the second winter 
of life. This fact very materially addA to the difficulty 
of estimating the age and origin of the adult fishes 
which visit Seottish waters. 

FISH Eaas AND LARVJE FROM THE JAVA SEA.

In vol. 8 and vol. 9 ( 1926) of De Trenbia, Dr. H. C. 
Delsm~n i'lOi'I a detailed account of his studies of 
fish o cl larva? from the Java Sea. His obscrva-
ti~ he time of the day at which spawning appears 
to cur, and of the length of tho incubation period of 
so e of the eggs, are particularly interesting. Thus, 
the eggs of three species of the genus Caranx are all 
set free at a definite time towards midnight. At 
9 A.M. on the following morning, that is, less than 
12 hours after, t,hosc of C. macro.wma hatch out. 
Betweon 11 A.M. and 1 P.M. thoAe of C. kurra hatch, 
while at 6 .P.M. the young of C. crurnenophthalmus 
emerge. ln the course of egg-sampling with tow
nets, therefore, the eggs of C. macrosoma are to be 
found only in early morning hauls ; those of C. kurra 
disappear from the tow-nets at about 1 P.M., so that 
in the afternoon only those of C. crurnenophthalm11,8 
remain. These results are in accordance with a 
general rule that larger, more yolk-laden eggs take a 
longer time for their development, than mnaller ones 
with less yolk. Equally striking is the author's 
account of the growth of the embryo assigned to 
Cl·upea jirnbriata. Eggs taken at 7 A,M. showed only 
a small germinal disc and had evidently been laid 
shortly before capture. At 8.45 A.M. the germinal 
di:::c had grown half round the circumference of t,ho 
egg, and thA first indication of the embryo had ap
peared. At 10.45 A.M. the blastopore closed and the 
rudiment of the embryo had grown morn distinct. 
During the aft,ernoon the tail grew out, the embryo 
began to ' spra,wl ' within the spaeious egg-mom brane, 
and at 6 .P.M. it hatched. Some idea of the speeding
up of the incubation period can be ga,thornd from the 
comparison between the hatching of 8cornber kana· 
gnrta in lo;;;:: than 24 hourn, and that of the mackerel 
(8aomber 8comber) in t\ days in B1·itish waterR, or with 
the 5 days for the meriean mackerel. 

JAPANESE FR WATER 13RANCHTOPODA.-M. Ueno 
(Mern. Col ' . Kyoto Imp. Univ., B, vol. 2, No. 5, 
art. 1~' , gives a list and Rome details of the 
gener .cies,_ and varieties of freshwater brancbio
p~ "thort,o found in Japan, together with a few 
r " from eastorn China. Of the thirty-one 
s ci · of Cladocera, twenty-five arc found also in 
Europe, but the Japanese Phyllopoda belong to 
species not repreRcntcd in Europe. The author is 
inclined t,o believe that Japanese examples of the 
Cladocera are generally smaller· in size than corre
sponding speeimens frorn F:urope or Ameriea, but 
he adds that further :::t,udy is required before this 
can be decided. 
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GROWTH OF PARA 'UM.-F. Mizuno has made 
careful observati 'Science Reports, Tohuku Imp. 
Univ., 4~s vol. 2, No. 4, 1927) on the normal grl.!h: !:fr'a~a,cium caudatum. He found that 
at erature of 24°-26° C., division occurs at the 
en ght or nine hours and that there was no 
di re ce -in the rate of division between examples 
in light and others in the dark. More than 600 
specimens were killed at definite intervals after 
fission had occurred and they were drawn, their 
length and breadth measured, and their area 
determined by a planimeter. Immediately after 
fission, the daughter Parammcia increase markedly 
in length but decrease in breadth ; that is, there is a 
change in their form. Size cannot therefore be 
estimated by measuring only the length, and as the 
volume could not be accurately ascertained, the most 
satisfactory method appeared to be the careful 
determination of the area. When the areas of 
specimens killed at known times after fission are 
plotted, they show that the growth of Parammcium 
is represented by a linear curve. 

LENS DESIGN.-In Scient~fic Paper of the Bureau of 
Standards, No./115~~. •Mr. I. C. Gardner deals with the 
applicati~JifµMre third order algebraic aberration equRi ry.lbt a thin lens to the design of lenses to 
ful t'en conditions. Up to the present, there has 
be book giving the third order aberrations in 
a form quite satisfactory for this purpose, and it has 
been difficult for a designer to get any information 
between that given in elementary text -books and 
that to be found in works on instrument design and 
other specialised problems. The notation adopted 
is substantially that of von Rohr, but by the intro
duction of a modification in that of Taylor, it has 
been possible to give the results in each of the two 
notations. The sign of the distance of a point from 
the lens is positive if in moving with the incident 
light one passes through the lens before reaching the 
point. Designs of thin lenses and of systems con
taining thin lenses and prisms are worked out in 
detail by the author, and the paper of 130 pages 
should be of great help to the optical designer. 

MoLEOULAR~O • AT ABSOLUTE ZERO.-In two 
interesting P. the August number of the 
Journal~ em cal Society, S. Sugden has shown 
th~~t simple equation D-d=D0(l-T,)3
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ap i ith great accuracy to Young's results for 
th and vapour densities of thirty substances. 
D, d a e the densities of liquid and saturated vapour, 
D 0 is the density at the absolute zero, 7', is the 
reduced temperature. The equation contains two 
constants, D 0 and the critical temperature, only. It 
is therefore possible to calculate M /D0 , the molecular 
volume at the absolute zero. This magnitude, V0 , 

is shown empirically to be a nearly constant fraction, 
the values ranging from 0·264 to 0·280, for a number of 
substances. The value for hydrogen in 0·373. The 
equation proposed by Sugden is a special ease of a 
general one proposed by Versehaffelt, but the con
stants chosen give better results. The results apply 
also to associated liquids. It is further shown that 
values of V 0 can be predicted by adding together 
certain characteristic constants for the atoms and 
structures present in the molecule for a very large 
number of compounds. 

RETUR~CI TS IN ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS.-In 
electric. y sysm~ for the sake of economy, 
i~ ary~ ih!J rails as part of the circuit 
C tmg ts OS at the tramway power 
s ion with h otors on the car. These rails are 
connected thr gh the tram wheels with the negative 
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poles of the dynamos, and as they have to carry a 
large current, an appreciable difference of potential 
exists between various points on their lengths. As 
they are not insulated, only part of the return current 
flows by the rails, the rest :flowing through the earth, 
the pipes of water and gas . companies, and the 
coverings of telephone cables. The possibilities of 
serious electrolytic corrosion in large telephone cables 
by these leakage or ' vagabond ' currents has 
made traction engineers consider whether the present 
precautions are sufficient. In World Power for 
September, G. W. Stubbings gives a helpful contribu
tion to the subject. The Ministry of Transport 
has imposed the regulation that the difference of 
potential between any two points on the rails must not 
exceed 7 volts. This regulation has been in use for 
many years and so far has been found quite satis
factory. The replacement of overhead telephone 
wires by underground cables is a new fact that has 
to be considered. When the current flows from the 
cable sheath to the rails there are risks of serious 
erosion occurring. A further restriction has been 
imposed, that the maximum potential difference 
between the rails and a buried pipe in its vicinity 
shall not exceed l ·5 volts when the rail is negative 
to the pipe and 4·5 volts when the rail is positive 
to the pipe. This restriction seems desirable, but to 
apply it equitably in practice is difficult. In Great 
Britain, traction engineers as a rule rely on maintain
ing the potentials of the rails low by means of special 
dynamos taking current from definite points of the 
rails through insulated circuits. Mr. Stubbings 
considers the relative merits of this method and that 
of using special copper conductors. Many interesting 
mathematical problems arise. 

ELECTRIC ~O • OF ORGANIC MOLECULES IN 
BENZEIE c(l .-Mea_ surements of the dielectric 
consta tJ4 mar systems in which the first eom
po~ .. benzene) is known to have no electric 
m allow of the calculation of the electric moment 
of th molecule of the second component. The 
equation used is a combination of the familiar 
Clausius-Mosotti law with a result deduced by 
Debye, in which the molar polarisation is shown to 
be a linear function of the reciprocal of the absolute 
temperature. In the July number of the Journal of 
the American Chemical Society, J. W. Williams and 
I. J. Krchma apply this formula to the results found 
with a number of solutions in benzene. The values 
for the electric· moments of the solute molecules vary 
from zero for carbon tetrachloride to 1·70 x 10-18 for 
phenol ; ethyl ether has the value l ·22 x 10-18, 
chloroform 1·10 x 10-18, andchlorobenzene 1·55 x 10-1s. 
These are in good agreement with previous results 
with the pure substances. These results are clearly 
of importance in certain fields of speculation in 
organic chemistry. An interesting result is that 
the moment of symmetrical xylene is very small, 
whilst it is appreciable in the case of unsymmetrical 
xylene. 

THE SuP~SED PHOSPHORUS SuBOXIDE, P 20.
Fron~t· e io time various lower oxides of phosphorus 
hav described, but most of these have been 
show to be impure amorphous phosphorus. One of 
thefu., Besson's oxide, P 20, has been investigated by 
Chalk and Partington, whose results are described 
in the August number of the Journal of the Chemical 
Society. It is shown that the supposed oxide is again 
an impure form of amorphous phosphorous, con
taminated with the materials used in the preparation 
described by Besson. The existence of an oxide of 
phosphorus below P 40 6 should therefore still be 
regarded as extremely doubtful. 
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